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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Great Food Reset and How to Counter Centralized Seed          
Banks  

 

By Nicholas West 

Amid the Great Reset of the economy that we’ve discussed here           
at Counter Markets in previous issues, there is also an agricultural           
reset taking place. Not only is it being done under the same            
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central planning mechanisms, but it incorporates the very same         
language of recommended actions, followed by “regrettable”       
mandates and shutdowns when previous alerts by authorities are         
not heeded quickly enough.  

I covered the move toward a meatless future in a previous article,            
which focused mainly on the merger of the climate change          
agenda and the promotion of lab-grown protein as part of this           
Great Food Reset. However, other developments over the last         
several months are starting to indicate that the scope of control is            
beginning to expand under a series of new threats that could           
usher in governmental control all the way down to the seed level. 

So while we often talk about the dangers of centralized banking,           
what about centralized seed banking? If those who control the          
former have their way, we are also likely to see the latter. 

It can’t be a coincidence that the term Reset is now being applied             
to food at the exact same time as the promotion of an economic             
reset by the very same interests. As Christian the Ice Age Farmer            
highlights, a Rockefeller Foundation report, Reset the Table,        
makes it quite clear that this is indeed part of a cohesive overall             
plan:  

The report calls to provide food to all (like UBI), use schools            
as community nutrition distribution anchors, de-fund      
farms/ranches via “true cost accounting” that includes CO2,        
provide funds to BIPOC, collect realtime data for        
AI/automation, and much, much more. 

Naturally, Reset the Table sees the potential for a quick and           
massive transformation, or – as they call it – “an opportunity.”  
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This language was echoed precisely in California recently amid a          
new round of farm shutdowns due to positive COVID tests. As           
Christian again recounts, Attorney General Xavier Becerra stated        
that “Nobody can ignore the facts, it’s time to hit the reset button             
on Foster Farms’ Livingston plant.” 

And here we find those “regrettable” actions I alluded to earlier           
when recommendations (voluntaryism) are transformed into      
mandates (authoritarianism).  

On June 29, before any coronavirus-related deaths tied to         
the plant were reported county health officials walked        
through the Foster Farms facility and provided       
recommendations to control the outbreak … according to the         
statement, the company ignored most of the guidance. 

“I hope this letter helps Foster Farms to understand that it           
has the legal obligation to comply with public health orders          
and guidance...” – Acting State Health Officer Erica Pan 
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“The closure of this plant is the only way to get the outbreak             
at Foster Farms swiftly under control.” – Merced County         
Public Health Office  

If compliance is the only real option in the end, then why give the              
recommendations in the first place? It’s a repeating pattern that          
should raise a red flag any time it appears. 

Central planners have also seized on a psychological opportunity         
for a reset, which was interestingly revealed by a June 15th report            
by The Behavioural Insights Team – a British think tank and policy            
institute. In “Life After Lockdown,” they point to the behavioral          
effects and opportunities provided by a disruption in routine. They          
also highlight another “epidemic” which we see across the media          
landscape – too much food. 

In behavioural science, this phenomenon is known as the         
‘Fresh Start’ effect. Widespread lockdown, it turns out, has         
presented many of us with an unexpected opportunity to         
make positive changes to our lives. For example, more of us           
are calling friends and family, exercising at home, and         
volunteering in our local community. Of course not all         
change is good, with nearly 50% of Britons saying they          
have put on weight since lockdown due to changes in          
routine.  

Obesity is already an epidemic in the U.S. as “Between 1999 and            
2018 it increased from an estimated 30.5% to 42.4% of the           
population, while morbid obesity (defined as a BMI of 40 or over)            
essentially doubled from 4.7% to 9.2%.” (Source) 
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The solutions being offered by behavioral strategists who are         
advising politicians are to “nudge” people into “healthier and more          
sustainable diets.”  

However, China tends not to “nudge” in the manner of Western           
behaviorists. Their newly minted Clean Plate initiative imposes a         
range of draconian restrictions on food consumption and waste,         
and includes strict restaurant regulations including in some cases         
weighing customers. 

 

This backdrop is offered so that we can better understand how           
the conditions have been created under which nearly any         
mandate can trickle down into every facet of society.  

Meanwhile, a series of weather events have decimated large         
portions of the U.S. Midwest, and strange explosions have taken          
place at grain facilities around the world, further impacting the          
food supply. World food prices have risen for a 3rd consecutive           
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month. And the United Nations Food and Agriculture        
Organization is predicting that 50 million Americans could become         
“food-insecure” by the end of this year.  

All of this could lead a sensible person to conclude that it’s well             
past time to start growing your own food. Strangely, a parallel           
narrative has been strengthening over the course of the         
coronacrisis that only discourages such activity. 

We first caught a glimpse when it was revealed that people began            
receiving strange seed packets from China, or possibly forged to          
appear so. There were 14 types that prompted both the Federal           
Trade Commission and the U.S. Department of Agriculture to         
issue warnings and urge citizens to contact them with reports.  

As Christian highlighted recently, at least one report featured         
someone who planted the mystery seeds, only to discover that          
the unidentified squash-like plant became “unstoppable,” growing       
at a massively accelerated rate. However, it is the government          
response that is even more disturbing: the Department of         
Agriculture seized the plant from the man’s private property.  

This odd event was followed by several other stories of people           
who fell gravely ill, and some who died, after being poisoned by            
their newfound passion of growing their own food. “Toxic squash          
syndrome” is apparently a new hidden peril that could be lurking           
in one’s garden. You can see Christian’s full video report here           
which also documents some odd timeline consistencies and other         
anomalies with how these warnings are being presented to the          
public.  
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Just today, September 6th, as I’m wrapping up this article,          
Amazon has announced that it is banning foreign seed sales.          
How long before similar bans take place on non-authorized         
domestic seeds? 

In a seemingly unrelated data point, the U.S. CDC has taken the            
unprecedented power to end rental evictions based on the threat          
to public health that a sudden spike in displacement and          
homelessness could cause. This is nothing less than the federal          
seizure of private property due to a wider perceived threat to           
public health. Is it really a leap under the current “safety narrative”            
whereby all individual (and unauthorized) pursuits that could        
somehow threaten the greater good are open for criminalization         
and/or confiscation? Let’s not forget the early reports in the          
coronacrisis of seeds and gardening items being banned from         
purchase as “not necessary” in some locations. 

Seeds have already been under fire on many fronts over the last            
century and quietly have been going extinct, with some estimates          
as high as 93% loss of seed diversity. In a chilling comparison I             
stumbled across from a 2018 Ice Age Farmer video, at 14:40           
Christian states that this loss can be seen as a devaluation of            
food wealth exactly equal to that of the destruction of the U.S.            
dollar brought about by the creation of the Federal Reserve, also           
roughly 100 years ago. 
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Source: Waking Times 

 

The rise of corporate agriculture is undoubtedly a contributing         
factor as GMO seeds in particular have led to documented          
destruction. One of the most prominent suppliers of non-GMO         
heirloom seeds, Baker Creek, studied the impact of GMO         
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cross-pollination that they were witnessing as they found that         
more than 50% of their varieties were contaminated. 

As it is, the wider commercial seed market is now heavily           
concentrated in the hands of a few usual suspects. Perhaps the           
most iconic example is the Svalbard Global Seed Vault which          
houses seed stores from more than half the countries of the           
world. Interestingly, the vault received an “upgrade” recently as it          
solicited its first major deposit since 2008. It’s supposedly part of           
#SeedVault2020 to provide additional resistance against climate       
change. 
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Agriculture expert Cary Fowler investigates samples at the Svalbard Global Seed Vault,            
which houses 820,619 crop varieties from more than 100 countries. - National            
Geographic 

The vault’s origins stem from the Global Crop Diversity Trust,          
established in concert with the United Nations Food and         
Agriculture Organization to fund and govern central seed banks         
and gene banks around the world through a series of treaties and            
endowments. 

The facility operates much like an actual bank where stores are           
kept by the government of Norway on behalf of each participant           
country in a safe deposit box arrangement. However, access can          
only be granted under the terms of the overall international          
agreement.  
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And, naturally, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is right at           
the top of private funding for this “Doomsday Vault” along with the            
Rockefeller Foundation that is at the heart of the entire Reset the            
Table agenda.  

Monsanto and Syngenta have also “contributed,” and yet they are          
at the core of an ever-concentrating commercial seed market that          
is highlighted in the chart below.  

 

PDF enlarged 
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Just since 2013, we now have a “Big 4” controlling at least 60% of              
the global seed market. 

 
● Dow and DuPont merged in a deal valued at $130 billion           

(announced in 2015), and then divided into three companies,         
including an agriculture-focused firm called Corteva 

● Chemchina acquired Syngenta for $43 billion (announced in        
2016) 

● Bayer acquired Monsanto for $63 billion (announced in        
2016) 

● Bayer’s seed divisions (including the Stoneville, Nunhems,       
FiberMax, Credenz and InVigor brands) were sold to BASF         
for $7 billion to satisfy antitrust regulators (2018) 

Putting these companies anywhere near a single centralized vault         
considered to be “the world’s most important room” looks more          
like a Big Ag mission to corner the market during doomsday           
scenarios than it does a beneficent humanitarian mission. For         
further reading into the history of mergers and acquisitions that          
have led us to this current predicament, I recommend the          
amazing research on nearly all aspects of commercial food         
control done by Phil Howard. 

Clearly, we can’t leave ourselves in a position to rely upon the            
same globalist institutions and their dubious corporate and        
foundation partners to control and distribute the origin of our food           
if we are to make any claim to being free. We can, however, look              
at what they have prioritized in the event of a food supply            
cataclysm and use that as motivation to begin our own personal           
seed banks. 
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One of the first key benefits to seed banks is how efficient they             
are. Even though the Svalbard bank claims to be able to save the             
whole of humanity through its vast stores, the entire storage area           
is only 11,000 square feet. Although prepared food storage is also           
a key component of remaining self-sufficient, when we look at the           
space and cost required to maintain even a modest pantry – let            
alone government food banks – a seed bank is a powerful and            
low-maintenance first line of defense often ignored by many         
preppers. Easy portability makes seeds an even more beneficial         
asset to have in times of turmoil.  

As we look to the value of specific seeds, we would want to look              
first at what is the easiest in order to have the widest appeal. After              
that, we can focus on what grows the fastest and is the most             
calorie-dense. Even if you do not – or cannot – grow these in your              
specific area, they will be a solid currency to have on hand.            
Coincidentally enough, the new target of major media warnings –          
squash – is one of the best places to start building your seed             
bank.  

● Squash – easy, abundant and 80 calories per cup.  
● Green beans – I can personally attest that a good garden           

bean will produce very quickly and in quantities that a family           
of 4 couldn’t eat fast enough. Any legume is a solid start.            
150-350 calories per cup. 

● Radishes – easy, fast growing, and a personal favorite of          
mine if a bit short on calories. 

● Sunflower – easy and fast growing, nutritious and extremely         
high in calories at 800 per cup with additional health          
benefits. 
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● Chickpeas – not fast growing, but versatile, extremely        
nutritious and very high in calories at 700 calories per cup. 

● Carrots – always a good staple to have on hand. Fairly easy            
under the right conditions, 52 calories per cup. 

● Beets – wide variety, versatile growing conditions, 60        
calories per cup. 

● Lettuce – certainly not the most calorie-dense, but fairly         
quick, easy and versatile. 

● Spinach – low in calories, but considered to be a superfood           
for its nutritional properties, definitely worth banking. 

● Peppers – worth having for their popularity and sheer         
number of varieties, moderately easy but only under proper         
conditions. 

● Cherry Tomatoes – Probably the easiest and most versatile         
tomato to start with, 26 calories per cup. 

● Cucumbers – also easy and versatile, extremely prolific, but         
short on calories. 

● Broccoli – good source of protein, Vitamins A and K,          
carbohydrates, also known as the “crown jewel of nutrition.”         
Definitely not the easiest or quickest, but definitely worth         
having on hand. 
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It’s not only food seeds that we need to store. Healthy edible            
seeds also should be hoarded, especially as – again – all things            
holistic and natural are being demonized in favor of centralized          
Big Pharma solutions.  

Here’s a list of seeds that can be consumed on their own purely             
for their health properties, courtesy of Natural Blaze: 

● Grape – known to fight bowel cancer. 
● Avocado – lower cholesterol, cardiovascular health, GI tract        

repair. 
● Chia – combat diabetes, improve digestion, strengthen teeth        

and bones. 
● Sesame – pain relief from arthritis (superior to Tylenol,         

according to one study). 
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● Moringa – reduces inflammation, lowers cholesterol and       
blood sugar, also can be used for water filtration. 

● Watermelon – improve kidney and urinary tract function. 
● Pumpkin – bladder health, increases bone density,       

cardiovascular support. 
● Pomegranate – cell protection from free radicals, prevent        

premature aging. 
● Hemp – comprehensive nutrition and health: 

Three tablespoons of hemp seeds contain 174 calories, 14         
grams of total fat, 1 gram of saturated fat, 2 grams of            
carbohydrate, 1 gram of fiber and 11 grams of protein.          
These tiny seeds are an excellent source of iron, zinc, and           
magnesium and also contain a good amount of potassium.         
One of the most impressive things about these high protein          
seeds is they contain all nine essential amino acids.         
(Source) 
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Many medicinal plants can also be cultivated from seeds: 

● Borage – gastrointestinal discomfort, urinary problems,      
regulate metabolism and maintain hormonal balance.      
Topically used for skin disorders and rheumatoid arthritis.        
Leaves and flowers are used for fever and cough. 

● Calendula – Topically to treat acne and soothe irritation         
skin. Consumed for stomach cramps and constipation. Note:        
allergic reactions do occur and pregnant women should not         
use calendula. 

● Cayenne – helps regulate high blood pressure, digestive        
support,  boosts metabolism and helps with weight loss. 

● Dandelion – diuretic and blood purifier. 
● Echinacea - alleviate symptoms associated with the       

common cold and flu. Topically used for everything from         
boils and sores to bee stings to help ease pain, irritation, and            
itchiness. 

● Fenugreek – leaves used topically for irritated skin,        
consumed for upset stomach or constipation, bronchitis and        
kidney ailments. 

● Hyssop – insect repellent, ease symptoms of the flu,         
common cold, and other respiratory infections, helps sore        
throats, coughing, and hoarseness. 

● Lemon Balm – alleviates insomnia, cold sores, and anxiety. 
● Lovage – urinary tract health, along with indigestion,        

heartburn, and joint pain. 
● Yarrow – can help prevent blood clots, antimicrobial        

properties to heal scrapes and shallow cuts. 
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The full range of uses for these versatile plants, plus scientific           
studies can be found at Backdoor Survival. 

Banking your seeds can be as simple and cheap as using any            
type of glass jar, so long as it has a good seal. A cool, dry and                
dark location will keep most seeds in optimal condition for up to 5             
years.  

A short video here from Epic Gardening shows just how simple           
and portable you can make your seed bank with a seed briefcase. 

For the finer points of seed harvesting and storage, Roots and           
Refuge Farm offers a comprehensive 30-minute guide, including        
specific seed company recommendations. 

 

Finally, it’s worth noting that we are already seeing many seed           
companies experiencing extremely high demand. If you find        
yourself unable to acquire your own seed stores through         
commercial means, look to public seed exchanges. Here is a          
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great resource from The Spruce, which lists free and paid          
membership swaps, as well as larger national seed saving         
organizations.  

Seed libraries are also a great resource, some of which remain           
available through public library programs even during corona        
closures. Here is a directory of 80 more seed libraries that might            
be in your area: Find Seed Libraries. 

And here is an excellent guide which includes a webinar and           
various additional resources for starting your own seed library and          
building exchanges. We would be wise to do so before our           
contactless corona future encroaches even further. 

Free 30-page Organic Seed Saving Guide 

Closing Thoughts 

At the rate things are declining, it should be clear that your seed             
bank is likely to be far more valuable than your fiat bank. So, in              
the same way you accumulate your crypto and precious metals to           
hedge against financial centralization, you should build your seed         
bank for the very same reason. You also will be contributing to the             
preservation of food diversity while enhancing your ties to a          
like-minded community. By inverting the pyramids of control and         
expanding our own support structure from the individual up, we          
can become as impervious as possible to petty dictates or a           
full-on collapse scenario.  
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
The Bitcoin Cash Split and the Future of Bitcoin Business 

 

By Vin Armani 

Last month, I discussed the approaching split in the Bitcoin Cash           
network, which will most likely occur on November 15th. This is           
not just “yet another Bitcoin fork.” As in the case of the BTC/BCH             
and BCH/BSV network splits, this schism has serious implications         
for the future of Bitcoin, particularly in the context of business and            
entrepreneurship on Bitcoin networks.  

In this article I will give a brief background of the different            
narratives, relating to business on Bitcoin networks that were         
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prevalent in the preceding two forks. I will also give some           
background on the current state of the conflict within Bitcoin Cash           
as well as make the case for why the split in November will mark              
the beginning of a new era of entrepreneurship in Bitcoin. 

The desire to create an attractive business environment has been          
a dominant narrative among the leaders of the opposing camps in           
preceding major splits of the Bitcoin network. In the lead-up to the            
2017 split of Bitcoin (BTC) and Bitcoin Cash (BCH), proponents of           
increasing the block size, such as Roger Ver, argued that          
continuing to limit block size to 1 megabyte (which was driving up            
miner fees) would prevent the use of Bitcoin in commerce,          
severely limiting the number of entrepreneurs who would adopt         
Bitcoin as a payment network. It was entrepreneurs like himself,          
Ver argued, that were the primary drivers of Bitcoin adoption and,           
therefore, it was a great mistake to take actions which reduced           
the number of future entrepreneurs who would be a part of the            
network. Bitcoin ABC, led by Amaury Sechet, wrote a “big block”           
Bitcoin implementation and, on August 1st, 2017, ViaBTC mined         
the first block with this implementation. Bitcoin Cash was born.          
Roger Ver moved his own businesses to the new network a few            
months later. 

Less than a year into Bitcoin Cash’s existence, a segment of the            
BCH network and community, led by Craig Wright and Calvin          
Ayre, began expressing displeasure with the prevailing narrative        
of the network. Both Roger Ver and Amaury Sechet are public           
advocates of free market voluntaryism. In fact, so open are these           
two men about their economic ideologies that when I first met           
Sechet in person, he was wearing a hoodie designed to look like            
the black and yellow anarcho-capitalist flag. 
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It was predictable that Ayre and Wright would eventually come          
into conflict with Ver and Sechet due to the fact that the business             
model of nChain, the entity primarily concerned with implementing         
Craig Wright’s vision for Bitcoin (his title at the company is Chief            
Scientist), is completely based on creating and selling/licensing        
intellectual property (patents) arising from the mind of Craig         
Wright. Intellectual property is a concept anathema to free market          
economic and political ideologies (I explain why this is the case in            
my book Self Ownership).  

The difference in values and incentives between the factions led          
the Craig Wright faction of Bitcoin Cash, in early 2018, to begin            
calling for a “government friendly” version of Bitcoin. Calvin Ayre,          
in his public statements and through his media outlet, CoinGeek,          
pushed the narrative that the only way to get large businesses to            
adopt Bitcoin was to have a network that was “government          
friendly” and that had massive block size capability. Craig Wright,          
frustrated that a sizable segment of the Bitcoin Cash community          
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(myself included) disagreed with his preferred narrative, started to         
call those who disagreed with him advocates of criminality in          
Bitcoin. Readers of this newsletter are already shaking their         
heads, since they know that the biggest criminal gangs in          
existence are governments. The disagreement culminated in the        
November 2018 Hash War, which created the new Bitcoin Satoshi          
Vision (BSV) network. 

Bitcoin Satoshi Vision has yet to attract any of the “big,           
multinational corporations” that Calvin Ayre said were waiting in         
the wings for their network to be freed of “the anarchists.” To be             
fair, there is a small, but passionate entrepreneurial community         
that circles the BSV network. At least from outward appearances,          
these entrepreneurs are attempting to structure their enterprises        
along and within the traditional, government-compliant lines (pun        
intended).  

In contrast, the entrepreneurial climate of Bitcoin Cash has been,          
in my opinion, less defined. While there have been some          
significant advances in the technology in the ecosystem of BCH –           
Simple Ledger Protocol tokens, Cash Shuffle, Cash Fusion,        
SWaP Protocol – none of these improvements to technology have          
been accompanied by advancements in business models. The        
Bitcoin Cash developer community, in fact, has done everything         
possible to discourage profit-seeking. Developers have been       
content to fund their work (and their lives) through donations from           
wealthy BCH holders like Roger Ver and Marc Demesel. Projects          
like Flipstarter have even been implemented to make a         
donation-based developer ecosystem even more prevalent. It is        
this dynamic that is the source of the current split in the Bitcoin             
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Cash community, which will most likely manifest in a network split           
on November 15th. 

Although Bitcoin Cash has many full node implementations –         
Bitcoin ABC, Bitcoin Unlimited, BCHD, Bitcoin Verde, Knuth,        
Flowee, and BCash – only one of these implementations, Bitcoin          
ABC, has been a viable mining node. Bitcoin ABC, a fork of            
Bitcoin Core and a continuation of the original Satoshi code          
written in C++, is the implementation miners first used to split the            
Bitcoin network in August 2017.  

Since the fork, Amaury Sechet has led the Bitcoin ABC team,           
consistently delivering updates to the Bitcoin Cash protocol on a          
biannual basis. In that time, no other node implementation has          
managed to provide mining capabilities that existing BCH miners         
felt comfortable running. The donation-based funding model has        
proven to be a problem for Bitcoin ABC. Although their          
implementation, as the only viable mining node, is necessarily the          
reference to which all other nodes must build, the total pool of            
donations (from miners and major holders) that finds its way to full            
node implementations, is diluted and spread among other        
implementations. This has been particularly true of Bitcoin        
Unlimited, which has received sizable donations from Roger Ver.         
Ver has not been so generous with Bitcoin ABC. In fact, Ver has             
been openly hostile toward Bitcoin ABC and Sechet for at least a            
year. I have personally been called in to mediate several          
discussions between the two men and their respective        
organizations due to the bad blood between them. 

Amaury Sechet has said publicly, for years, that the current          
funding model is not sustainable. Sechet spent four years at          
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Facebook and saw what having a staff of top developer talent           
means for an organization. He has repeatedly warned that he          
finds it impossible to hire and retain the type of talent necessary            
to fulfill the Bitcoin Cash roadmap that is ABC’s reason for           
existing.  

In response to Sechet’s concerns, the miners who have been the           
main source of funding for Bitcoin ABC, have suggested some          
sort of funding mechanism where Bitcoin ABC could be funded          
out of a percentage of block rewards. I have been aware that this             
discussion was taking place in earnest since spring of 2018. It           
was Roger Ver, in fact, who first informed me that there was a             
real possibility of such a model being made manifest.  

In February of this year, Jiang Zhuoer, the CEO of BTC.top (a            
major BCH miner), proposed the Bitcoin Cash Infrastructure        
Funding Plan, the “IFP.” Zhuoer proposed that all miners would          
contribute a portion of their block reward into an address          
controlled by “a Hong Kong corporation.” That corporation would         
disburse the funds to full node developers. In practice, this          
corporation would be in the control of Bitcoin ABC. Zhuoer also           
suggested that this proposal be put up to a “vote” where miners            
could “signal” their support on each block by adding data to their            
coinbase string, an optional message, generally used as an         
identifier, that a miner can add to a block.  

The response was immediate and predictable. Those who had         
been hostile to Bitcoin ABC for years (headed by Bitcoin          
Unlimited) began a campaign, calling the IFP “a tax,” which          
culminated in most miners “bending to the will of the community”           
(which actually consisted of just a handful of vocal thought          
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leaders) and signaling a no vote. During the time of the vote, a             
group of dissident developers forked Bitcoin ABC and named their          
clone Bitcoin Cash Node (BCHN). 

Bitcoin Cash Node, as a clone of Bitcoin ABC, presented a viable            
mining node for BCH other than ABC. It became the rallying point            
for all those opposed to Bitcoin ABC, including Roger Ver.          
Although the IFP vote had been a resounding “no,” the attacks on            
ABC continued unabated. It was clear that with their new node, a            
segment of the Bitcoin Cash developer community were making a          
play to oust Bitcoin ABC. For months, Amaury Sechet stayed          
relatively quiet until, in June, Bitcoin ABC announced that it would           
be adding a version of the IFP as a rule in the November 15th              
upgrade. This “coinbase rule” would invalidate any new block,         
received by a Bitcoin ABC node, that didn’t include 8% of the            
block reward in a separate output, to an address specified in the            
ABC code. Basically, ABC was saying, “if you want to mine on a             
network where Bitcoin ABC nodes have the majority of the hash           
rate, you are going to have to pay Bitcoin ABC.” While this is an              
action fully within the rules of Bitcoin and Nakamoto Consensus,          
there was obviously no way that the faction already aligned          
against ABC was going to do anything but fight such a move from             
Sechet.  

This brings us to the present moment. Again we have a split in             
Bitcoin. Again there are two competing visions for the future of           
business on the network. So what are these two competing          
visions? 

The Bitcoin Cash Node faction has been forced to take the           
position that voluntary labor from developers and donations from         
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“the community” (a phrase used ad nauseum by that group) is           
sufficient to provide sustainable funding for critical node        
development work. There isn’t an obvious revenue model besides         
the IFP and so their position becomes a binary. Among the           
developers and community members who have flocked to this         
faction, the narrative of “donation as virtue” has become a          
necessary part of the battle cry. As a result, there is an            
expectation that a donation-based model should be used for all          
projects within the Bitcoin Cash ecosystem. To my mind, this is a            
recipe for stifling entrepreneurship; and entrepreneurship is the        
only path to sustainability and growth. 

The individual developers and evangelists who are leaning toward         
the Bitcoin ABC plan are, in my opinion, the most entrepreneurial           
individuals on the network. I am among the most vocal of the            
Bitcoin ABC supporters. The plan that Bitcoin ABC is presenting          
is a variant of the Non-Custodial Financial Services model that I           
have written about in this newsletter and elsewhere. The model is           
described by what I refer to as “The Twelve Word Phrase”: We            
take a small fee as a separate output in every transaction. I            
believe that this model is the future of business on Bitcoin.  

As I have explored entirely new forms of valuable transactions          
(some of which are part of the SWaP Protocol) I have realized            
that it is entirely appropriate for software developers to demand          
higher fees for more complex transactions. A coinbase        
transaction, which delivers newly mined coins, is the most         
valuable and complex of all Bitcoin transactions. For that reason,          
there should be an expectation that a software developer who can           
deliver software that can create such transactions should be able          
to demand a considerable amount as a fee. Whether the 8%           
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being charged by ABC is a reasonable amount will be determined           
by the market. Competitors can always come along and undercut          
the incumbent. This gives Bitcoin ABC every incentive to maintain          
the highest level of quality, transparency, and accountability. 

I am convinced that, in a Bitcoin network where the most           
foundational transactions, those delivering block rewards, utilize a        
form of the Non-Custodial Financial Services business model, all         
businesses will become more cognizant of the business model         
and incentivized to use the model in their own projects. This will            
be the first time that a true Bitcoin network, running on a            
descendant of the original Satoshi code and building on the          
blocks Satoshi mined, will be providing sustainable funding for the          
reference node development team from the block rewards        
themselves.  

November 15th will be a historic turning point for Bitcoin. In the            
lead-up to that date, my articles here in Counter Markets will           
continue to add color and context to what is unfolding before our            
eyes. 
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Agorist Legends And Their Impacts 
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Almost everyone engages in the informal economy. But not         
everyone who engages in counter-economics is an agorist. Yes,         
the outcomes of their actions are the same – more independence           
for themselves and less revenue for the State. However, the small           
distinction is that agorists take purposeful action toward those         
ends. Agorists seek opportunities for personal profit and to         
expand informal markets to free more people from the State’s          
command economy. Throughout the years, agorist heroes have        
made a huge impact.  
 
Politics didn’t free Russians from communism, agorists did.        
Politics didn’t lower the cost of postage, a single agorist did.           
Politics didn’t guarantee the right to bear arms, an agorist did.           
Politics didn’t make sound money, an agorist did. And politics          
didn’t protect people from violent exchanges and bad drugs, an          
agorist did.  
 
Black and Gray Markets Defeat Communism  
 
State ownership of the economy in the USSR led to mass           
suffering due to severe shortages in food, manufactured goods         
and services. Underground entrepreneurs, smugglers and      
tradesmen created an informal economy to meet people's needs         
and desires.  
 
Late professor emeritus at UC Berkeley, Gregory Grossman, is         
credited with the introduction of the terms "second economy" and          
"command economy" to describe black markets and white        
markets in relation to the USSR. 
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Here is Wikipedia’s summary of the second economy in the          
Soviet Union: 
 

The second economy in the Soviet Union was the informal          
sector in the economy of the Soviet Union. The term was           
suggested by Gregory Grossman in his seminal article, "The         
Second Economy of the USSR" (1977). Economist Gerard        
Roland noted that as Grossman anticipated, "the logic of         
the second economy tended over time to undermine the         
logic of the command system and to lead to expanding          
black markets". This prediction was corroborated by the        
long-term analysis of the economies of Russia and Ukraine         
(1965–1989) by Treml and Alexeev. To a varying degree,         
the second economy influenced all Eastern Bloc       
economies. 
 
Grossman defines the concept of a second economy with a          
two-prong test, which is the set of economic activities which          
satisfy at least one of the two conditions: "(a) being directly           
for private gain (b) being in some significant respect in          
knowing contravention of existing law."  

  
Sound familiar? It’s pure agorism. 

 
A significant impact on the economy of the Soviet Union was           
the system of blat, a network of favors, which allowed people           
to procure all kinds of goods and services, operating within          
both official and second Soviet economies and continued to         
operate in post-Soviet Russia. (Source) 
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A study published in 1995 by Michael Alexeev called “The          
Russian Underground Economy In Transition” concluded that it        
improved the lives of citizens and made the economy more          
efficient. 
 

Prior to market-oriented reforms the underground economy       
(UE) profoundly affected all aspects of the Soviet economy.         
While the UE had both negative and positive effects, on          
balance it probably made the Soviet system more        
efficient and improved consumer welfare. Market reforms       
were supposed to bring UE above ground. Instead, they         
resulted in its explosive growth.  

 
Although surely there were heroes in the underground markets in          
the Soviet Union, it was more like a death by a thousand cuts. 
 
“The great thing about agorism is that it is a victory from a             
thousand battles. Every single transaction that takes place        
outside the nexus of state control is a victory for those individuals            
taking part in the transaction. So there are thousands of victories           
here each week and each one makes a difference, strengthens          
the agora, and weakens the state.” - The Dread Pirate Roberts on            
Silk Road. More on him soon. 
 
The break-up of the USSR and a return to “market-oriented          
reforms” in Russia was an immense victory for freedom by          
agorists even though they still have a “state.” 
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Today, as the West moves closer and closer to a complete           
command economy, agorism can help us survive, reduce        
suffering, and eventually enable a freer economy. 
 
Here are a few case studies of agorist legends and what they            
were able to accomplish. 
 
Agorist Versus The US Postal Service 

 
 
Lysander Spooner was likely the first conscious agorist. Spooner         
was an American individualist anarchist, abolitionist,      
entrepreneur, legal theorist, political philosopher, and writer. 
 

The year was 1844, and the U.S. Postal Service maintained          
a monopoly on delivering mail. As with all enforced         
monopolies, their rates were sky-high and service was crap. 
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Back in the 19th century, a rogue anarchist, abolitionist,         
entrepreneur, and one of the first American agorists, made it          
his mission to do what all agorists are instructed to do: 
 
“Build something better.” 
 
His name was Lysander Spooner and he conducted an         
independent study on exactly how much it cost to send mail           
through the government and was shocked by his findings. 
 
A letter sent from Boston to Albany, NY written on a           
1/4-ounce sheet of paper and carried by the Western         
Railroad, cost 2/3 as much as the freight charge for carrying           
a barrel of flour the same distance. 
 
Spooner was so indignant at what he discovered, he decided          
to create his own mail service to compete directly with the           
corrupt USPS monopoly, with the goal of lowering rates,         
providing superior service, and of course… 
 
Making a tidy profit at the same time. 
 
Spooner was a scholar of the Constitution and found that,          
although it granted the federal government the right to set up           
a mail company… 
 
…it didn’t prevent private citizens from doing the same. 
 
The American Letter Mail Company was born. 
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To get the word out, he ran this ad in the New York Daily              
Tribune on Jan. 20th, 1844: 
 

 
 
He promised to deliver letters faster, cheaper, and farther         
than the U.S. Post Office. 
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He also said he wanted to “test the constitutional right of free            
competition in the business of carrying letters.” 
 
The public loved it. The government was furious. 
 
It wasn’t long before lawsuits came pouring down on         
Spooner and his cohorts. 
 
He won some. He lost some. 
 
In one verdict, the U.S. Circuit Court expressed doubt that          
the U.S. had the right to monopolize the transportation of          
mail, ruling in Spooner’s favor. 
 
Soon after, Spooner got his first major victory: 
 
The Postmaster General asked Congress to lower mail        
rates. In March, 1845, a reduction of postal rates was          
approved. 
 
But Spooner wasn’t done yet… 
 
Following the Post Office rate cuts, Spooner cut his own          
rates. 
 
And, in 1851, Spooner scooped up another victory: 
 
Congress lowered their postal rates again! 
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But immediately following this decision, Congress passed a        
law protecting the government’s monopoly on the distribution        
of mail. 
 
This effectively ended Spooner’s Mail Company. 
 
However, because the public had become accustomed to        
lower rates for letters, Congress finally lowered their rates to          
just 3 cents to deliver mail anywhere in the country. 
 
As far as Spooner was concerned, this was a massive          
victory for himself, free markets, and ordinary Americans        
across the country. 
 
He proved that courage, competition, and capitalism were all         
you need to effect serious change.  
 
(Source: Anarchist vs USPS by Patrick Reilley of Counter         
Markets) 

 
I couldn’t have written this story better than Patrick presented it.           
The only other point worth noting is that Spooner also forced the            
USPS to do home deliveries. Before the American Letter Mail          
Company introduced it, USPS only had pick-up from post offices.          
After people experienced better service, they demanded it from         
the USPS. 
 
Because Spooner is such an agorist beast, one of my prized           
possessions is an original sheet of American Letter Mail Co          
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stamps from 1844 in mint condition pictured below. I keep it in my             
office for inspiration ;) 
 

 
 
Open Source DIY Weapons 
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He was on his way to law school when the idea struck him like a               
lightning bolt. He couldn’t believe someone hadn’t done it already.          
An idea so simple yet so profound in its implications. A project            
that would empower individual freedom across the world without         
politics. In 2012, Cody Wilson got the idea to 3D-print a weapon. 
 
If everyone with access to a 3D printer and open source plans            
could arm themselves, it would make all gun laws obsolete –           
worldwide. No voting or revolution required. Cody, a boastful         
self-styled philosopher, could hardly contain his excitement even        
though he knew nothing about 3D printing. 
 
He quit law school and moved to Texas to start Defense           
Distributed. He rented a 3D printer and got to work on his first             
project – The Liberator. 
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The Liberator is a physible, 3D-printable, single-shot       
handgun; the first such printable firearm design made widely         
available online. The open source firm Defense Distributed        
designed the gun and released the plans on the Internet on           
May 6, 2013. The plans were downloaded over 100,000         
times in the two days before the United States Department          
of State demanded that Defense Distributed retract the        
plans. The plans for the gun remain hosted across the          
Internet and are available at file-sharing websites like The         
Pirate Bay and GitHub. (Wiki) 
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The success of The Liberator spawned an entire movement of          
makers experimenting with making gun parts. Before long,        
experimentation exploded into more complicated designs. Now,       
although still mostly underground, all types of gun models are          
being 3D printed.  
 
As for Cody and Defense Distributed, more recently they created          
a CNC milling machine called “Ghost Gunner” to finish 80%          
military spec lowers and frames for AR-15, AK-47, 1911 and          
more. The Ghost Gunner website pitches “Legally manufacture        
unserialized rifles and pistols in the comfort and privacy of home.” 
 
The Invention of Bitcoin 
 
I’d argue that the fractional reserve central banking system and its           
accompanying income tax is the most dangerous thing to freedom          
ever created. It has essentially turned everyone into a slave          
working for units that a small group of people can manipulate the            
value of at will. 
 
To be fair, the fractional reserve system was an impressive          
advancement in the technology of money for its time. It resulted in            
rapid economic expansion by permitting the money supply to         
grow primarily through new loans for homes, buildings,        
businesses, and critical infrastructure. 
 
However, more recently the expansion of the money supply is          
also inflated for seemingly unlimited government loans and        
corporate bailouts which are a measure of economic decline, not          
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growth. This activity distorts genuine price discovery of every         
asset and makes the cost of living go up for everyone. 
 
After the financial bailouts of 2008, a project was launched that           
changed the paradigm of money and finance forever. Bitcoin. 
 
Nothing exemplifies Bucky Fuller’s quote “You never change        
things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, build          
a new model that makes the existing model obsolete” like Bitcoin           
does. 
 
Bitcoin is an uncensorable peer-to-peer payment network with a         
limited supply of unique digital units used as the medium of           
exchange on the network. The implications of such an invention          
are so vast that fully understanding Bitcoin is nearly impossible.  
 
Bitcoin, as an uncensorable payment network, is an alternative to          
using fraudulent commercial banks for payments. Banks can        
prevent transactions or seize funds for whatever reason. Bitcoin         
transactions cannot be prevented and funds cannot be seized.         
Additionally, banks must charge much higher fees than is         
warranted in the digital age due to their custodial security models.           
Secure borderless transactions on Bitcoin were nearly free (at the          
beginning). 
 
Bitcoins, as limited currency units inside the network, could         
disrupt the unlimited currency printing by central banks. Because         
of Bitcoin’s capped supply, many view it primarily as a “store of            
value” compared to fiat currencies whose value when measured         
against real things continues to decline. 
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So Bitcoin empowers individuals to freely trade with others         
without permission or interference, it can make them rich, and it           
has the potential to unseat the most powerful institutions on the           
planet. All without politics.  
 

 
  
Satoshi Nakamoto, the pseudonymous inventor of Bitcoin, is        
beyond an agorist legend.  
 
The Darknet Agorist 
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In his twenties Ross Ulbricht was considering graduate school. A          
physics degree, Eagle Scout badge, jovial kindness and squeaky         
clean criminal record hadn’t delivered the career he hoped for.          
Then he discovered Bitcoin. 
 
As a libertarian idealist, he sought meaningful ways to bring more           
freedom to the world. Intrigued by commercial activity on darknet          
forums, he recognized that Bitcoin’s pseudonymous uncensorable       
transactions were a missing link to scaling those transactions. 
 
He built Silk Road, the world’s first darknet market where          
individuals can anonymously buy or sell almost anything using         
Bitcoin. Products that may involve harming others like weapons         
and child porn were banned from Silk Road. It was primarily used            
for unauthorized drugs.  
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The FBI does a decent job describing the scope of Silk Road:  
 

Silk Road emerged as the most sophisticated and extensive         
criminal marketplace on the Internet at the time, serving as a           
sprawling black market bazaar where unlawful goods and        
services, including illegal drugs of virtually all varieties, were         
bought and sold regularly by the site’s users. While in          
operation, Silk Road was used by thousands of drug dealers          
and other unlawful vendors to distribute hundreds of        
kilograms of illegal drugs and other unlawful goods and         
services to well over 100,000 buyers, and to launder         
hundreds of millions of dollars deriving from these unlawful         
transactions. (Source) 

 
Nothing about what the FBI described here should be illegal. Silk           
Road created no victims. Users were all interacting voluntarily         
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until the government came in like a wrecking ball and turned           
every user into genuine victims of theft, kidnapping, and extortion.  
 
In fact, some studies suggest that the Silk Road protected people           
from violence and tainted street drugs caused by the         
government’s war on substances. 
 
Ross Ulbricht, through counter-economic action, empowered      
individuals to freely trade with each other, made himself others          
very wealthy, saved countless people from drug violence and         
overdoses, and exposed the state’s protection racket. 
 

I want to use economic theory as a means to abolish the use             
of coercion and aggression among mankind. Just as slavery         
has been abolished most everywhere, I believe violence,        
coercion, and all forms of force by one person over another           
can come to an end. – Ross Ulbricht as Dread Pirate           
Roberts the Silk Road Administrator. 

 
In that way, Ross was more successful than he could have           
dreamed.  
 
Yet Silk Road was seized and Ross has been confined to a cage             
for the rest of his life for building a website. The bullshit victimless             
charges of money laundering, computer hacking, and       
“conspiracy” to traffic narcotics should be thrown out and Ross          
Ulbricht should be released on clemency. Donate to FreeRoss.org         
today to help amplify his case. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

After the sharp breakout to the upside in July, Bitcoin spent all of             
August bouncing between about $11,400 and $12,000. Some        
price consolidation is to be expected here, as Bitcoin finally took           
out the $10K level in a meaningful way and stayed above it for             
several weeks. Typically, after a significant move like this, prices          
tend to tread water waiting for the next wave to come. In just the              
past few days since September began, we’ve seen prices fall          
back towards the $10,200 range we’re near today, so it looks like            
the $10,000 level will soon be tested for support.  
 
Prices for cryptocurrencies like Ethereum, and countless other        
alt-coins have absolutely skyrocketed in the past 30-60 days,         
mostly driven by speculation and yield farming amongst traders.         
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There’s a bit of mania that’s been created over this “decentralized           
finance” trend, allowing users to borrow and lend out their          
cryptocurrency while earning varying levels of interest. For our         
purposes in this newsletter, we’re sitting on the sidelines of this           
movement and just holding our Bitcoin. There’s a lot of leverage           
built into this movement, with far more tokens tied up in leveraged            
lending than most realize. As these trades unwind it will create a            
dash to the exits, as no one will want to be left holding the bag. 
 
In the short term this is likely to create some significant volatility,            
both to the upside and downside. While Bitcoin may not be the            
driver of this trend, it’s definitely affected by larger-scale moves          
and sentiment in the crypto market, so be prepared for some wild            
price swings in the weeks ahead.  
 
Long term, the picture still hasn’t changed here. This DeFi          
boom/bust will run its course, and ultimately have a marginal          
impact on the larger-scale elements that will drive Bitcoin higher.          
We’re still in the early stages of adoption with cryptocurrency.          
Ease of access is improving, but nowhere near as simple as           
buying a typical stock. Institutional custody, regulation, and        
insurance are being sorted out, with several large firms getting          
into the game. Ease of use for the day-to-day consumer still has a             
long way to go.  
 
As improvements are made in each of these areas, demand for           
Bitcoin will absolutely increase; and with the fixed supply of coins,           
prices will have to  increase dramatically.  
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Add to this the recent Federal Reserve policy of near 0% interest            
rates, printing infinite amounts of cash, and targeting        
higher-than-typical inflation for years to come, we may continue to          
see Bitcoin prices behaving like a safe haven asset.  
 
For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days. 

 

Silver Update 

 
The wild swings with silver continued last month, but prices were           
nowhere near as volatile as July’s 50% jump. Silver started off           
August in the mid $24’s, hit a peak just above $29, and            
immediately fell back to under $25. After that, silver spent the rest            
of the month bouncing between $26 and $28 per ounce.  
 
After a 50% move like we saw in July, some price consolidation or             
even a slight pullback is definitely warranted here. Moves like this           
don’t happen often with precious metals; but when they do, it           
typically leads to a significant breather before the next move takes           
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hold. Silver had been trading at an extreme historical low relative           
to gold, the Federal Reserve cut rates to near 0%, and precious            
metals were (and still are) being considered a store of value           
outside the devaluing US Dollar. Gold had led the charge higher           
already, leaving silver in the dust months ago. All the pieces were            
in place for a massive silver surge, and had been for a while. It              
finally took place in July, and precious metals, especially silver,          
are suddenly popular for traders and investors again.  
 
In the physical bullion market, premiums on silver coins are about           
25%, which is still quite high by historical standards. It wasn’t long            
ago you could get a silver ounce for $2 above the spot price.             
Today, with silver trading around $27, the premium is $7 per coin            
on American Eagles. If you’re in the market for physical coins, this            
is a rough time to be starting out. Typically, you want to be a              
seller when the premium is this high, not a buyer. If you want to              
add any physical silver, junk silver premiums are in the $3-4 per            
ounce range, about half the premium you’d pay on a 1-ounce           
coin.  
 
The economic conditions driving gold and silver higher aren’t         
likely to disappear anytime soon. If anything, they’re likely to add           
more fuel to the fire in coming months. Economic stimulus,          
bailouts, money printing, 0% interest, high inflation goals, etc. all          
means the aim is to flood the economy with US dollars in the             
hopes of generating economic activity. The more dollars that are          
in circulation, the more buying and lending that takes place. The           
side effect of all this is inflation, which tends to come on slowly at              
first, and then if not dealt with properly, can be nearly impossible            
to stop. While we don’t imagine anything like Zimbabwe         
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happening in the US, we could still see some significant inflation           
happen down the line as a result of this financial experiment.  
 
The easy move to protect your US dollar purchasing power is to            
own gold and silver. These assets are historically inflation proof,          
as they’ll increase in value relative to all the excess dollars in the             
economy.  
 
Silver has been the safer bet for a long time, as the 20-year             
average gold/silver ratio is about 60. With the ratio hitting 100+ in            
recent months, we saw an extreme underpricing of silver. With          
July’s move, the gold-to-silver ratio dropped all the way to 70, so            
we’re not actually that far off of the 20-year average anymore. If            
prices were to normalize today, silver would pop from $27 to $32.            
At that point, silver would be valued fairly relative to gold.  
 
That doesn’t mean prices can’t continue upwards further, they         
absolutely can and should; it just means that the buying          
opportunity that existed in the previous months for an easy gain           
relative to gold is no longer available. Both gold and silver should            
move higher as the economic policies mentioned above continue         
to be in effect.  
 
If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to            
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just             
as easily on any stock exchange. 
 
Once silver premiums return to normal, we’d encourage you to          
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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